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Abstract—Solid state drives (SSDs) are becoming the default storage medium with the cost dropping of NAND flash memory. However, the cost dropping driven by the density improvement and technology scaling would bring in new challenges. One challenge is the overwhelmingly decreasing retention time. The duration of time for which the data written in flash memory cells can be read reliably is called retention time. To deal with the decreasing retention time, refresh has been highly recommended. However, refresh will seriously hurt the performance and lifetime, especially at the end life of flash memory. The second challenge is the process variation (PV). Significant PV has been observed in flash memory, which introduces large variations in the endurance of flash blocks. Blocks with high-endurance can provide long retention time, while the retention time is short for low-endurance blocks.

Considering these two challenges, a novel refresh minimization scheme is proposed for lifetime and performance improvement. The main idea of the proposed approach is to allocate high-endurance blocks to the data with long retention time requirement in priority. In this way, the refresh operations can be minimized. Implementation and analysis show that the overhead of the proposed work is negligible. Simulation results show that both the lifetime and performance are significantly improved over the state-of-the-art scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

Flash memory has been widely used in embedded systems, personal computers, and data centers due to the benefit of cost dropping from technology scaling and density improvement. Currently, the technology has been scaled to 16nm [1][2] and the number of bits per cell has been advanced to 6 [3]. However, the technology scaling and density improvement bring in new challenges. The first one is the overwhelmingly decreasing retention time [4][5]. The duration of time for which the data written in flash memory cells can be read reliably is called retention time. If the retention time requirement of the data is larger than the supported retention time of the to-be programmed block, the data would be lost before they are updated. The second one is the process variation (PV) [6][7][8]. PV is a common feature of transistors, which has been identified in flash memory with significant impact on the endurance of flash blocks.

There have been many works devoted to the challenges. For the decreasing retention time, refresh is a straightforward scheme [9], which has been widely studied in the design of flash memory storage systems [10][11][12]. However, refresh brings in additional operations, which would impact the performance and lifetime of flash memory. Currently, refresh optimization techniques have been studied to reduce the system impact, similar to the research works in DRAM, Phase Change Memory (PCM) and many other storage memories [13][14][15]. Existing techniques can be classified into three types: The first type proposed to use different refresh frequencies for storage blocks with considering their specific endurance capability [10][15][14]. The second type proposed to adopt stronger reliability protection mechanisms to extend the endurance of blocks and eventually reduce the refresh frequency [11]. The last type proposed to recharge the storage blocks with a small voltage to recover the lost retention time [12]. However, there are no works considering the specific retention time requirement of data.

PV has been identified as the main factor in determining the endurance of flash blocks, which has a direct impact on the supported retention time. Currently, many researches proposed to understand the characteristics of the PV and exploit it for performance and lifetime improvement [8][6][7][16][17]. Jimenez et al. [8] found that the bit error rates (BER) of flash pages grow at different speeds, which are determined by the PV. Pan et al. [6] measured that different flash blocks have different BER under the same P/E cycles. In order to exactly identify the endurance of each block, Woo et al. [7] explored many attributions of blocks under the PV, including the P/E cycles, BER, program, read and erase latencies. Meza et al. [16] presented many measured cases in flash memory using the concepts of strong and weak blocks. These works show that the PV of flash memory can introduce significant endurance variations among flash blocks. Considering the above two challenges, if data with high retention time requirement are stored in the low-endurance blocks, frequent refresh operations would be required to keep the data reliably.

The objective of this work is to solve the above issue by taking both the specific endurance features under the PV and data retention time requirement into consideration. A novel refresh minimization (RM) scheme is proposed. The main idea is straightforward, which proposes to allocate high-endurance blocks for data with high retention time requirement in priority. In order to realize RM scheme, two approaches are proposed: First, a faulty bit based PV identification approach is proposed to acquire the endurance of each flash block; Second, based on the detected endurance, a block allocation scheme is proposed to allocate high-endurance blocks to the data with high retention time requirement in priority. With this approach, the number of refresh operations can be minimized during the lifetime of flash memory, which would bring in significant improved performance and lifetime. In order to validate and analyze the effects of the proposed scheme, a set of simulations are carried out using several workload traces and the solid state drive (SSD) simulator [18].

The major contributions of this work are as follows:

- Proposed a refresh minimization (RM) scheme by exploiting the PV of flash memory with considering the retention time requirement of the data;
• Proposed a PV identification approach to acquire the endurance of each flash block;
• Proposed a block allocation scheme, which allocates high-endurance blocks for the data with high retention time requirement in priority;
• Implemented a refresh queue in flash memory controller for refresh operation management.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the related works and the motivation of the proposed work. In Section III, we present the RM design in details. Section IV is the experiment and analysis. We conclude the paper in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

A. Related Work

1) Refresh On Flash Memory: Refresh is a straightforward mechanism for the decreasing retention time [9] of flash memory. However, the key issue for the refresh mechanism is that it would bring in additional operations, which has drawback in performance and lifetime of flash memory. Cai et al. [12] observed that the retention errors are the dominant errors in flash memory. They proposed Flash Correct-and-Refresh (FCR) approach to reduce the number of refresh operations. Two techniques are proposed in FCR: The first one is hybrid FCR, which selectively applies remapping and reprogramming to reduce the number of refresh operations. The second one is adaptive FCR, which applies a low refresh frequency for the blocks with smaller retention errors. Park et al. [11] presented that strong protection schemes are able to reduce the refresh frequency, but enormous ECC space may be needed to cope with the worst case. The worse case is that the data with long retention time requirement are stored in the blocks with high P/E cycles. It is expensive in performance and efficiency to apply strong protection schemes. Thus, they proposed a dynamic vertical stripping method to replace the strong ECC, which is low-overhead with reduced refresh frequency. Luo and Cai et al. [10] proposed WARM, a write-hotness aware retention management policy for flash memory. WARM is designed to identify and physically group write-hot data together within the flash memory. With this approach, the flash controller is allowed to selectively perform retention time relaxation with little cost.

2) Process Variation: PV is a natural characteristic of semiconductors. Currently, many works for the PV of flash memory are devoted to identify the specific characteristics of PVs. Yeong et al. [7] proposed a new wear index, which took more diverse properties into account including erase counts and program latency, forming a linear model for measuring the wearing of flash blocks. Measured results show that the P/E cycles of the failed blocks are far beyond the guaranteed P/E cycles provided by the manufactories, and are not affected by the locations of the flash blocks. Besides, the actual values of P/E cycles differ from flash blocks to flash blocks. Yang et al. [6] presented a dynamic BER-based greedy wear-leveling algorithm that used BER statistics as the wear-out pace for flash blocks, and guided dynamic data swapping among flash blocks to fully maximize the efficiency. Jimenez et al. [8] observed that the BERs of pages in one block are significantly varied. This motivates them to reduce the stress on the weakest pages for endurance enhancement. What’s more, Onur et al. [16] presented the first large-scale study of flash-based SSD reliability in this field.

Even though there are works on the PV and refresh reduction schemes respectively, the combination of them are still not considered. This work is the first time to combine the PV and retention induced refresh into consideration for refresh minimization. The impact on the supported retention time of flash blocks from the PV can be exploited to reduce the number of refresh operations.

B. Motivation

Motivation of the work comes from at least two aspects:
• It is worthy to do refresh reduction for lifetime and performance improvement;
• PV brings in significant endurance variations to the flash blocks. Allocating blocks based on the endurance of blocks is worthy for data with various retention time requirement.

1) Refresh is frequent and costly: Cai et al. [12] measured that when the ECC strength and the accepted raw BER are fixed, the lifetime can be extended by relaxing the required retention time. If the required retention time is 3 years, the lifetime provided by a 512-bit BCH code is only 3k P/E cycles. While if the required retention time is 3 days, the lifetime provided by the same code will be extended to 150k P/E cycles. 50-time lifetime improvement can be achieved with retention time relaxation. However, the refresh frequency at the end life of the flash memory will be much frequent. The supported retention time of each flash block in different periods is presented in Table I, which are collected from [12]. When the flash block has been erased with no more than 3 × 10^4 P/E cycles, the retention time can be as long as several years. However, when the flash block has been erased with 3 × 10^5 P/E cycles, the retention time will decrease to days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periods(P/E cycles)</th>
<th>~ 10^4</th>
<th>~ 10^5</th>
<th>~ 10^6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refresh Frequency</td>
<td>year</td>
<td>month</td>
<td>day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assume that, the same amount of data are updated everyday with updating probability α. Then, the utilization of flash memory after t days will be

\[ u = (1 - \alpha)^t \quad (1) \]

If the refresh frequency is t-day refresh, then the refresh rate per day will be:

\[ RefreshRate = \frac{(1 - \alpha)^t}{t} \quad (2) \]

When the update rate of the data and the refresh frequency are both low, the refresh rate will be horrible. For example, t has been identified that it is set to 3 at the end life of flash memory [12]. In this case, refresh operations would become the drawback of the lifetime and performance.

2) The endurance of flash blocks are significantly varied: Yang et al. [6] worked out that the P/E cycles of all the flash blocks fall into the range of [15000, 24600]. Woo et al. [7] also measured the P/E cycles of blocks. They presented that the lowest-endurance blocks can sustain 4999 cycles, and the average cycles are 8524 with the standard deviation of 1318. All the measured results show the following conclusions: First, the highest-endurance blocks can sustain ten-times thousands
P/E cycles. Second, the P/E cycles of the blocks with the lowest endurance are only thousands. Thus, the endurance among blocks is significantly varied.

With understanding the above basic characteristics, the proposed work is motivated. In order to reduce the number of refresh operations, we prefer to allocate the highest-endurance blocks for the coming data. However, it is not worthy to allocate the high-endurance blocks for the data with frequent updates. The reason is that the retention time requirement of these data are usually short, e.g. shorter than 1 hour commonly [19]. Furthermore, if the low-endurance blocks are allocated for the data with long retention time requirement, refresh will be activated frequently, especially at the end life of flash memory. High-endurance blocks can provide longer retention time, which is able to satisfy the data with long retention time requirement. We can vividly describe the relations between the retention time requirement of data and the endurance of blocks with the behavior of magnetic polarities, shown in Figure 1.

III. EXPLOITING PV FOR RETENTION INDUCED REFRESH MINIMIZATION

A. Overview

Figure 2 shows the organization of the proposed scheme. There are three components implemented in the flash controller: (1) PV Identifier (PVI), (2) Block Allocator (BA), (3) Refresh Queueing (RQ). In addition to these components, the unidirectional and bidirectional arrows represent the relationships among different components. Besides, there is a time trigger for RQ, which is represented by a red button in the figure. First, PVI is designed to identify the endurance of each flash block. Second, BA is designed to recognize the retention time requirement of data and then allocate high-endurance blocks for the data with long retention time requirement in priority. Finally, RQ is designed to record the refresh information to manage the refresh in the flash memory.

B. PV Identifier

Exploiting the PV of flash memory is the key for the proposed work. The endurance of each flash block has direct impact to the decisions in the RQ and BA. In the following, the supported retention time of each flash block is first detected. Then, based on the detected retention time, an endurance queue is constructed, which will be used in the BA. Note that a high-endurance block is always able to support a longer retention time and vice-versa. Endurance and retention time will be used interchangeably in the following sections.

![Fig. 1. The retention time requirement of data and the endurance of blocks perform as magnetic polarity.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Implementation of the RM scheme in the flash memory controller.](image2)

1) Supported Retention Time Detection Under the PV: The relationship among raw bit error rate (RBER), P/E cycles and retention time will be used to get the supported retention time of each flash block. In flash memory, RBER is the error rate corrected by Error Correcting Code (ECC) when the data are saved in the flash memory over a period of time under a specific number of P/E cycles. Cai et al. [4][12] presented that $RBER = RBER(c, d)$, where $c$ is the number of P/E cycles and $d$ is the retention time. Besides, Park et al. [11] presented the relationship function $RBER(c, d)$ as follows:

$$RBER(c, d) = d_r(c) \cdot d$$

(3)

where $d_r(c)$ is the error deterioration rate per day when P/E cycles are $c$, and retention time is $d$. Based on Equation 3, the supported retention time of a block under a specific number of P/E cycles can be computed.

$$d = \frac{RBER_{th}}{d_r(c)}$$

(4)

where $RBER_{th}$ represents the largest RBER which ECC can correct up to.

Under the above basic model, the specific retention time of a block under the PV is detected as follows. The main idea is to check the number of faulty bits in the data pages. If the maximum number of faulty bits of all data pages in the block is within the capability of ECC, the retention time is supported and vice-versa. Let’s assume that the most faulty bits that ECC can correct up to are $H$. In order to make sure that the number of faulty bits induced is always smaller than ECC capability, a faulty bit limitation threshold $h$ is set, where $h < H$. The detection procedure is shown in Figure 3. Once the predefined retention time is reached, the pages of the block will be read out and then the maximum number of faulty bits can be gotten and recorded. Assume that the number of faulty bits of the page is $k$. If $k \leq h$, the retention time will be maintained. Otherwise, the retention time of the block will be recalculated by Equation 4, and the maximum number of faulty bits will be reset to 0.

The supported retention time of each block is recorded at the out-of-band (OOB) of the first page.

2) Endurance Queue: As shown in Figure 4, after detecting the retention time, the location information of the block will be recorded in one of the ranks in an endurance queue. The endurance queue is organized into ranks according to the retention time of blocks. The blocks in the rank 1 have the
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highest endurance and rank \( N \) have the smallest endurance. Considering the endurance of flash blocks, refresh can be minimized.

C. Block Allocator

The main function of BA is to allocate blocks with high endurance to the data with long retention time requirement in priority. In this way, refresh can be further minimized.

In order to realize the BA, the retention time requirement of data should be firstly recognized. Retention time requirement of data can be represented by the hotness of the data. A long retention time requirement always means that the data are cold and not updated for a long time. We will use cold to represent the long retention requirement and hot for short retention requirement. There have been many mature works on identifying hotness of data. In this work, for simplicity, size of request data is used as the metric [21]. Small size of data requested is identified as hot data and large size of data is identified as cold data. This knowledge is consistent with the common access characteristics of systems.

Under the hotness of data, BA will allocate blocks for the data according to the endurance queue of PVI. Once the data are recognized as cold, blocks are allocated from rank 1 of endurance queue, which can support the longest retention time. Then, the blocks with high endurance will be allocated to cold data first. For the hot data, BA will leave alone blocks with high endurance and remain them for cold data as enough as possible. Here, we set a threshold \( t \) to divide blocks for hot and cold data allocation, where rank 1 to \( t \) are blocks with high endurance for cold data, and rank \( t+1 \) to \( N \) are blocks with low endurance for hot data.

There is a shortage for RM that putting hot data to blocks with low endurance will speed up the wearing of the blocks, so that the overall lifetime of flash memory may be decreased. While RM gives a benefit to blocks with low endurance is reduced refresh frequency for cold data. Thus, if the reduced refresh frequency is larger than the update frequency of hot data, RM is worthy. Besides, with technology scaling and density improvement, flash memory is declined to the low-cost storage, performance is more important.

D. Refresh Queueing

In this section, a detailed implementation for refresh queue in flash memory controller is presented. The retention time requirement of the data stored in the flash blocks can be larger than the supported retention time. In order to solve this issue, refresh queue is required to refresh the data before they are lost. Two records are added in the RQ to realize a correct refresh, including the data location and the time to refresh, called expired time.

Once the data are programmed into flash memory, the corresponding information are recorded. In this work, the proposed work adopts to record the refresh information in the unit of flash block. With regard to the updates of RQ, there are three states: insert into RQ, stay at RQ, and refresh out of RQ.

1) Insert into RQ: Data will be allocated to blocks decided by BA, as shown in prior section. Before they are programmed, we can get the supported retention time of the blocks from the OOB of the first page. Then, the expired time of the page can be gotten and it will be recorded in the OOB of the page. Once there is a valid page in a block, the refresh information of the block will be put into RQ immediately, as shown in Figure 5. The expired time of the block is the expired time of the first valid page. RQ is a time-increasing-order queue. The time trigger will be set by the expired time of the first refresh information in RQ.

2) Stay at RQ: Before a block is refreshed, data in the valid pages of the block may be updated, especially for the hot data. If the updated data are at the first valid page of the block, the expired time of the block will be updated to the expired time of the second valid page, and RQ will be updated for its time-increasing order. It is possible that no valid pages are in the block any more, then the refresh information of the block will be evicted from RQ. Otherwise, if the updated data are at any valid page instead of the first valid page, there are nothing to do for RQ.

3) Refresh out of RQ: When time trigger is activated, refresh will start from the head of RQ. All valid pages in the refresh block will be refreshed at one time, which is reasonable.
for in-order programming principle of blocks and the adjacent expired time of pages.

E. Overhead Analysis

The memory and storage overheads of the proposed scheme are analyzed as follows. According to the detailed descriptions of components above, there are only memory and storage overhead for RQ and PVI components. In RQ, a refresh queue is implemented, which stores the refresh information for each flash block. Refresh information includes the block location and the expired time. Assume that there are 8 channels, 8 chips per channel, 4 dies per chip, 4 planes per die, and 2048 blocks per plane in flash memory. Thus, 21 bits are needed to represent the location of a block. For the expired time, 64-bit is enough. In total, each refresh node needs 85-bit storage space, and there are at most 21MB storage space for the refresh information of the whole storage systems. In fact, this implementation is the common configuration for flash memory. The space overhead should not be the overhead of the proposed work. For PVI, endurance queue holds the location of all blocks. As described above, there is 21-bit storage space for the location record of a block. Thus, there are only 5MB storage space for endurance queue, which is negligible.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Methodology

In this section, we use a trace driven simulator, SSDsim [18], to verify the effects of the proposed work. The proposed work is evaluated with 9 workload traces on the simulator. These traces have been widely used in many prior works [17][11][10] and all of them are random workloads, mixed with hot and cold data. And the operation latencies are set according to Liu et al. [22]. We add the PVI, BA and RQ to the simulator. In order to simulate the PV of flash memory, our work uses a simple normal distribution of the P/E cycles of blocks, ranging at [15000, 24000], similar to Shi et al. [17]. Retention time is detected by the value of P/E cycles of flash blocks and endurance queue rank is also decided by the range of P/E cycles, which is set to 12 here. To divide blocks for hot and cold data allocation, we simply adopt the middle rank. The refresh queue is implemented as described in Section III-D.

The workload traces are all from MSR-Cambridge [23], and the tracing time is 7 days. In order to trigger refresh operations, we use linear extrapolation to shorten the retention time of blocks according to Table I. Besides, to measure the effects on lifetime, we assume that the trace is repeated until the flash drive is worn-out. Two important results will presented and analyzed in this section:

1) How many will the number of refresh operations be decreased with the proposed work. How much will the performance be improved;
2) What effects does the proposed work have on the lifetime of flash memory.

The experiment platforms respectively are most recent work FCR [12], PVI only identifying PV, and RM the proposed work.

B. Experiment Results

1) Effects on Performance: The proposed work is proposed to minimize the number of refresh operations. A key to the proposed work is to classify the data into hot and cold data. Chang et al. [21] proved that the distribution of writes with respect to their size is bimodal: Most of the writes are either large or small. Small writes are prone to hot, and large writes seldom touch a piece of data more than once. Here, we take workload HM_0 trace as an example. The distribution of writes are measured as shown in Figure 6. For small writes, 16-sector requests are the dominate part. 72-sector requests are large writes for HM_0. In this way, hot data and cold data can be classified for all workloads.

The number of refresh operations is evaluated to show the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. As shown in 7, the number of refresh operations is decreased up to 70%. The significant improvement comes from two benefits: First, cold data will be put into blocks with high endurance so that they can be stored in place as long as possible, the number of refresh operations will naturally be reduced; Second, the data owing similar updating frequency will be put together into one block, which is also a benefit as introduced in Luo et al. [10].

2) Effects on Lifetime: We measured the effects on lifetime at the end life of flash memory. The lifetime is reflected by the time when any block is worn-out. Figure 9 shows the effects on lifetime comparing among FCR, PVI and RM. As shown in Figure 9, we can find that the lifetime has been improved by several times. RM scheme will not only improve the performance of flash memory, but also bring in benefits for lifetime at the end life of flash memory. The reason comes from several aspects: First, exploiting PV can bring in new space on wearing. Second, the reduction of refresh operations
is the main reason to the lifetime improvement. Third, as described above, the data will be divided into respective blocks according to update frequency, which is also a benefit.

V. CONCLUSION

With technique scaling and density increasing, the decreasing retention time and significant PV are becoming more and more serious. Refresh is a straightforward strategy for decreasing retention time, but the accompanying additional operations will hurt the performance and lifetime of flash memory. Our work proposes the RM scheme to reduce the retention induced refresh with exploiting the PV. In this work, we first identified PV of flash memory so that we can get the endurance degree and retention time of blocks. Then, blocks with high endurance are allocated to the cold data in priority. Besides, we implemented a refresh queue in flash memory controller. Implementation analysis and experiment results show that the overhead is negligible. Series of simulations were evaluated and from the experiment results, performance and lifetime of flash memory all be significantly improved.
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